
Leechbug: 

 
A robot modeled after a parasitic organism. It has the ability to possess fish and 
command fish swarms to utilize them for underwater mining and combat. It is 
said that the upper class used their own leechbugs to possess and control mighty 
sea creatures for surveillance and assassination. 
 
Shockguppy: 

 
A round, yellow fish whose body is covered in spikes, but is noted to be quite 
squishy. The shockguppy is named for its ability to emit electric shockwaves for 
self-defense against foes that draw too near. Shockguppies are usually docile 
unless provoked, but some have recently become more aggressive because of the 
pollution left behind by the underwater civilization. 
 
Borefish: 

 
A largely uninteresting fish that is commonly found swimming with other 
borefish in small schools. Their pointy “beaks” allow them to burrow into cliff 
sides whenever they are ready to make a nest to lay their eggs. Due to how 
plentiful they are and their “beaks,” the underwater civilization would often 
capture and use them for mining. 
 



Sunray Dancer: 

 
An agile fish with an elegant appearance, its fins resembling a dancer’s dress. 
Sunray dancers can heal fish that come within a certain range of it, which causes 
some fish to naturally swim near them in the wild without attacking them. 
Because of its healing ability, it was highly valued by the underwater civilization. 
 
Bulwark Bream: 

 
A large, bulky fish known for its armor-like scales and high endurance. Its ability 
to forcefully draw other fish towards it has led to speculation as to whether or not 
it has magnetic properties. The bulwark bream was sought by the underwater 
civilization for its thick scales, but they were noted to be very hard to kill, even 
having a defense mechanism that made them stronger the more they were 
attacked. 
 
Moonray Glider: 

 
A ray that has an underside patterned with constellations. It has the ability to 
greatly heal any fish closest to it when it glides past. In the early days of the 
underwater civilization, this fish was known for being very elusive, especially at 
night when the constellations on its underside were easily mistaken for stars or 
smaller fish. 



 
Ballistacuda: 

 
A fish that notably looks closer to a small torpedo than a fish. It packs quite a 
punch with its ability to launch itself at high velocities and damage any 
unfortunate fish in its path. Very few denizens from the underwater civilization 
have successfully tamed this powerful fish, with many preferring to avoid 
encountering it altogether for fear of severe injury. 
 
Smogviper: 

 
This fish is regarded as a “grim reaper of the sea” as it hunts by producing 
poisonous clouds to slow down and trap its unsuspecting prey. The smogviper 
sometimes augments the poisoning effect by shooting its prey with poisonous 
projectiles, inflicting a slow and agonizing death. 
 
Citadel Tuna: 

 
A large, distant relative of the Bulwark Tuna. The Tyrant shares the same ability 
as the Tuna to draw enemies towards it with a mysterious, possibly magnetic 
force. However, it has a beneficial ability to bolster the defenses of fish it considers 
allies, nullifying damage for a fixed amount of time. The underwater civilization 



has puzzled over whether this bolstering ability was spread through spores or 
sonar waves. 
 
Seascourge: 

 
A highly toxic fish that can inflict poison or other mysterious afflictions on its 
prey or enemies with its swift whip-like tongue. Therefore, it is a deadly fish to 
encounter, even from afar. Despite being quite large, sightings of this fish are rare 
due to its hiding in the shadows to ambush its prey and general preference for 
remaining unseen by other fish. Reports of its sightings from the underwater 
civilization usually end mid-sentence or detail a hasty retreat. 
 
Ursa Venenum: 

 
A mighty beast of the ocean whose power lies in its poison attacks and high 
endurance. Its main attack involves producing a large spherical cloud of toxic gas. 
It develops high defensive abilities through being healed by other fish, nullifying 
some damage. Despite these deadly abilities, the Ursa Venenum was said to 
generally be peaceful. Technological experimentation by the underwater 
civilization on this breed of Ursa Venenum has caused it to become more hostile 
and predatory. 


